About Us

Foundation for Mother and Child Health Indonesia, or locally known as Yayasan Balita Sehat Indonesia was established since 2001, and currently has been existence for 22 years. We work to improve the health and wellbeing of mothers and children in Indonesia. Our mission at FMCH is to create awareness world where every mother is able to receive the knowledge and support she needs for her children to reach their full potential. Working towards better tomorrow, we adopt a holistic approach, by embracing, educating, and empowering adults, young people, and children. Our work areas covers 4 locations:

- Jakarta
- Jawa Barat
- Soe, NTT
- Sumba Barat Daya, NTT

Our Program

**Education**

- MOBILE LIBRARY: smart car and bike library called Motor Pustaka Timor
- PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAM (PAUD): at Cilandak-Jakarta Selatan, Bojonggede-Jawa Barat, Timor Tengah Selatan, Nusa Tenggara Timur

**Livelihood**

- WOMENPRENEUR/SOCIAL ENTERPRISES: Sewing class (for certain costume, kids uniform and learning kit), Recycling, Handcrafting, Knitting, Toys Making Project (prospective program-2022)

**Health**

- FEEDING PROGRAM & COOKING CLASS
- HAPPY PREGNANCY CLASS IN TIMOR & BOJONGGEGE
- HEALTH ENABLE RETURN PROJECT (HERPROJECT)
- MEDICAL SERVICES: medical check-up, dental checks, deworming, counselling, etc.
- IN FACTORY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
- NUTRITIONAL FAMILY GARDEN IN TIMOR: in collaboration with NZ Embassy

Our Impacts

*data of 2022*

- Direct beneficiaries of Early Learning Center (Pre-School): 1,973 children aged 3–6 years old in Jakarta, Bojonggede, NTT
- Direct beneficiaries of Health Education (HE) Session for Mother: 1,126 women and their children
- Indirect beneficiaries: 22,500 members of families and communities
- The direct reach of Pregnancy Class: 1,021 pregnant women
- The direct reach of HERproject: 1,289 women workers as Peer Health Educators
- Extended reach of HERproject: 69,854 women workers in Factories
- The direct reach of Smart Car, Motorbike Library (Motor Pustaka Timor), and Library House: 8,000 children
- The direct reach of Nutrition Program: 1,000 Children in Jakarta, Bojonggede, and NTT
Our Challenges

Limited solid resources in health sector
Low economic, bad infrastructure, access
Limited access for educational support
Lack of trainings for cadres or local champion
Local stakeholders priority in accelerating health problem

Our Goals for 2030

Holistic health wellbeing of children and mother Strengthening mental health, financial literacy and climate change adaptation components within our programs

Leading (A model) of community based pre-school for children and environmental friendly curriculum.

Expanding our works in NTT (Soe, Sumba and Manggarai) and West Java (Kab. Bogor)

Leading the Maternal Mental Health Alliance in Indonesia

MAKE A BIG IMPACT WITH WITH US!
We are excited to collaborate with anyone: individuals, companies, activists, non-profits, stakeholders, etc.

Contact:

www.fmch-Indonesia.org
Info@fmch-Indonesia.org
(021) 27825698

Our Donor

Individual Giving

Bank of America
Merrill Lynch
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